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Executive Summary
This deliverable D3.2 addresses second objective of WP3, which is (using a gap analysis) to
identify and categorise factors that drive design of future stations. It informs engineering designs
in WP5 (design and conceptualisation) in order to develop robust and evidence based
engineering specifications. The goal is to develop an engineering design that improves safety &
security, crowd flow and accessibility. Outcomes of D3.2 also feed into WP6, particularly the 3D
demonstrator and exploitation plan (when prioritising design solutions of future stations to meet
the needs of station users). These include ease of implementation, implementation opportunity,
implementation period and expected impact.
Based on the outcomes of the focus group discussions, observational trips and semi-structured
interviews in D2.1, the factors are listed below in the order of user priority:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information and signage
Safety
HFE & Design for accessibility (PRMs)
Platform Train Interface (PTI)
Design for Emergencies
Security
Ticketing
Baggage handling
Climatology (referred to in here also as station environmental management)

During the gap analysis, a comparison was made between what should be best practice in
Future Stations against the current benchmark. This deduces the gap, and also provides an
indication of the ease with which such gaps can be closed. The summation of the two gives an
indication of the relative opportunity for implementation in future stations. A Likert scale is
applied for both the gap and the ease of closing the gap as follows:
Ease of closing the gap

Gap
5

Very large

4

Large

3

Small

2

Very Small

1

None (no gap)

5

Very easy

4

Easy

3

Difficult

2

Very difficult

1

Not feasible

Provided was also an indication of how long it would take to cover each of the gaps
(implementation) (1-3 years; 3 – 5 years; 5 – 10 years). It also showed the expected impact of
addressing each gap (L – low; M; Medium; H – High). Data was collect and analysed for both
retrofitting stations and new builds.
The validity of the outcomes of the gap analysis was improved by having all the eight
consortium members to complete the tables. In this vein, and considering the amount of data
collected, the gap analysis also implicitly covers the survey on factors that influence design of
stations.
Design characteristics represent the category of solutions associated with each of the FAIR
Stations design factors. These are divided into four categories as explained below:
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Audio:
Visual:
Physical:
Virtual:

associated with hearing (e.g. speaker announcements)
something station users can see (e.g. signs, markings, etc)
tangible (e.g. barriers, walls, bollards)
computer/internet based (e.g. way finding App, online ticketing)

Results show that when considering audio, visual, physical and virtual solutions, to meet the
needs of both the general public and PRMs, the overall gap for all FAIR Stations design factors
is large. It is very easy though to close the gap for audio, visual and virtual solutions. On the
other hand, for physical solutions it is difficult for retrofit stations, but easy for new builds.
Information & signage has a large gap, yet has a high implementation opportunity, short
implementation period and high impact. Incidentally, from D2.1, it was identified as the most
important. Therefore, it should be the first priority. Information & signage has the highest impact
for audio and visual solutions, followed by safety, PTI and ticketing. Audio and visual solutions
are easy or very easy to implement, have high implementation opportunity, and a short
implementation period of 1 – 3 years. This applies to both retrofitting and new builds. The ease
of implementation, implementation period and impact of audio and visual solutions are
independent of which FAIR Stations design factor is being considered. It is also irrespective of
whether the station is a retrofit or new build.
Particularly for physical solutions, the implementation opportunity for new builds is higher than
retrofit ones. Although they may have different implementation periods, all the design
characteristics (and therefore solutions) are expected to have high positive impact in meeting
the goals of the FAIR Stations project. Physical solutions are the determinants of the
implementation period as they are more difficult to implement across the whole Europe, based
on well informed Human Factor Engineering (HFE) scientific evidence and implementation
process.
The outcomes feed into WP5 (Conceptual Design) and WP6 (3D demonstrator and
exploitation).
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1. INTRODUCTION
This deliverable D3.2 addresses second objective of WP3, which is (using a gap analysis) to
identify and categorise factors that drive design of future stations.
Deliverable D2.1 identified the various factors (needs and preferences) of both the general
public and persons with reduced mobility (PRMs) as far as station design is concerned. On the
other hand, deliverable D3.1 (from T3.1 and T3.2) provided a benchmark of current stations. It
further identified the variables and factors used by different countries when categorising rail
stations. Recognising the differences in the factors from country to country, and taking into
account the requirements of the FAIR Stations project, this deliverable D3.2 (based on T3.3)
aims at identifying and categorising factors that drive design of future stations.
The main factors considered are optimal passenger flow, security and accessibility. Other
factors will be integrated, which include design for emergency evacuation, safety, baggage
handling, PTI, information & signage, station environment management (climatology) and
ticketing. The complexity associated with the emerging multi-modal interchanges, and
multifunctional facilities was also taken into account. This deliverable 3.2 will inform engineering
designs in WP5 (design and conceptualisation) in order to develop robust and evidence based
engineering specifications. The goal is to develop an engineering design that improves safety &
security, crowd flow and accessibility. Outcomes of D3.2 also feed into WP6, particularly
exploitation when prioritising design solutions of future stations to meet the needs of station
users. These include ease of implementation, implementation opportunity, implementation
period and expected impact.
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2. HISTORIC CONTEXT AND THE FUTURE
2.1 Historic Context
Railway stations started with the development of the rail lines as points along the line where
passengers can board and alight. From the outset, stations have been essential to the
departure, the passage and the arrival of trains, and to the ebb and flow of all the travellers they
carry (UIC, 2013). They observe that the concept of a “station” has changed over time and the
interaction between stations and their urban environment. There is a complex phenomenon
which varies according to the context and reality of each country and even each station, all
focusing on a complex web of stakeholders and spatial interaction between stations and cities.
When one looks at the rail system, one observes that there are a number of stakeholders
namely, train operators, infrastructure managers and system users (any other users, although
mainly passengers). All these have one common point as illustrated in Figure 1, a rail station.

Infrastructure
managers

Train Operators

Rail Station

System users

Figure 1: Centrality of a Rail Station

On a broader scale, stations are important as part of the citywide development. This is unlike
the initial days when rail stations were typically located outside or in the periphery of the city.
Where a building existed at the station, it usually served the operator as offices or workshop. As
demand for railway services increased (both passenger and freight) railway companies became
increasingly important and needed more financing.
Over time, the design of stations has changed from the basic place for passengers to board and
alight due to the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need for operators offices
Workshops buildings
Increase in demand which attracted finance that funded more modern buildings
Air quality (climatology), due to smoke from locomotives
Availability of metallic materials (steel) enabling larger structures that improve the
beauty of the city.
Architectural beauty and design of iconic stations
Later the need to bring stations into an already developed city created the need to build
stations below ground (underground stations).
9 / 50
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2.2 Current and Future Stations
Stations differ from place to place and country to country. It is therefore interesting to
understand what factors drive the design of such stations. An assessment carried out by UIC
observes that there are two station models. The first is introvert, which is inward looking. It has
the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced interaction between the station and the city.
Physical imperviousness of the station.
Lack of communication between station stakeholders and those of the city.
Mono-functionality and spatial zoning.
Reduced operating urban station has potential.
Station as an isolated object in the city.

In the second model, the open station (extrovert), it is more outward looking, and has the
following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Increased interaction:
o City/Station.
o Public/Private.
Spatial, economic and decision-making between the station and urban permeability.
Expand the intermodal station into a transport hub.
Functional mixing in the station.
Station as a link to a global network:
o Urban “urban square in the city”.
o Commercial “a Business hub in the city”.
o Transport “Transport hub in the city”.
Removing station limits: the station as part of the city.

Other factors which have affected the station evolution are the ownership of infrastructure and
train operation, and global agenda such as that on climate change (buildings that are energy
efficient, or incorporate renewable energies, such as solar panels).
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3. FACTORS IDENTIFIED THROUGH OUTPUTS T3.1, T3.2 AND WP2
The FAIR Stations project is by design user-centred. Therefore, in order to determine which
design factors should influence design of future stations, the outcomes of the following two
deliverables were considered:
•
•

D2.1 User Needs and Expectations of the General Public and PRMs, which covered all
the tasks in WP2.
D3.1 Benchmarking of Current Railway Stations and Accessibility, which covered Tasks
3.1 and 3.2.

3.1 Factors Derived from the Study on Needs of Station Users
(D2.1)
The outcomes of deliverable D2.1 (Lemmerer H et al, 2018) revealed that although there are
nine main design factors, from the perspective of the users, they do not carry the same level of
importance. Based on the outcomes of the focus group discussions, observational trips and
semi-structured interviews, the factors are listed below in the order of user priority:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information and signage
Safety
HFE & Design for accessibility (PRMs)
Platform Train Interface (PTI)
Design for Emergencies
Security
Ticketing
Baggage handling
Climatology (referred to in here also as station environmental management)

3.2 Factors Derived from Study of Past Stations (D3.1)
The outcome of this deliverable was an identification of the-state-of-art of a modern rail station,
including all applying technologies and the level of train-platform interaction (Kuzmina et al,
2018). Based on the data collected, a categorisation and mapping of key design features of the
stations was developed in order to identify which factors influence more the design of future rail
stations. Therefore, D3.1 provided the necessary information to be applied in Section 3.1 to
benchmark a typical rail station against which a gap analysis will be conducted in Section 0.
A review of past EC and individual EU country projects reviewed that a number of factors
identified in the FAIR Stations project as shown below:
Table 1: Past Research under Funding Programs of the EC and EU Countries

Design Factor
Addressed
Crowd Flow

Project

Remarks

EU CROMATICA Crowd to increase passenger
Management
with capacity and security
Telematic Imaging and
Communication
11 / 50
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Design Factor
Addressed

Project

Remarks

Relevance
to FAIR
Stations

Assistance (1996-1998)
Austria IANUS Analyzing
stress-induced behaviour
of passengers in PT
infrastructures
(20082011)

Interactions
of
stressrelated
restrictions
of
information perception and
processing

Austria BahnBarrierefrei Analysis and identification
(2007-2008)
of accessible state-of-theart information-, routingand
orientation
technologies

H

EU PubTrans4All Public
Transportation
Accessibility
for
All
(2009-2012)

To develop a standard
boarding
assistance
system that can be used
on many different types of
rolling
stock
and
infrastructures

H

GepäckLoS (2014-2015)

Development of a fully
accessible
baggage
logistic system

M

Complete
a
feasibility
study on retrofitting a
wheelchair lift into existing
Canadian railway vehicles
and to develop specific
requirements
and
implementation plans for
developing and installing
such lifts

L

To
develop
a
fully
accessible overall airport
transfer system for long‐
distance railway traffic,
under the consideration of
all
technical‐logistical
challenges with regard to
the
possible
luggage
deposit
in train and
interfaces to the airport.

H

RailAccess4Overseas
(2015-2016)
Accessibility

Austria
TerminalAufSchiene
(2016-2017)

EU
IN2STEMPO
Innovative Solutions in
Future Stations, Energy
Metering and Power
Supply (2017-2022)
Safety and
Security

M

Devoted
to
the
improvement
of
the
accessibility of the trains –
platform train interface.

EU ADVISOR Annotated Aimed at developing realDigital
Video
for time computer analysis of
Surveillance
and multiple video sequences
12 / 50
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Design Factor
Addressed

Project
Optimised
(2000-2002)

Remarks

Relevance
to FAIR
Stations

Retrieval system to detect, track and
locate individuals in the 3D
environment.

EU ASPIS - Autonomous Aimed to design a system
Surveillance in Public providing
prompt
and
transport Infrastructure broad coverage of events
Systems (2008-2012)
potentially
threatening
public safety
EU SAVEME System
and Actions for VEhicles
and transportation hubs
to support Disaster
Mitigation
and
Evacuation (2009-2012)

EU SECURESTATION
Passenger station and
terminal
design
for
safety, security and
resilience to terrorist
attack (2011-2014)

EU
RESTRAIL
Reduction of Suicides
and
Trespasses
on
RAILway property (20112014)

EU SECUR-ED Secured
Urban Transportation European Demonstration
(2011-2014)

Aimed to develop a system
that detects natural (i.e.
earthquake
and fire) and human-made
(i.e.
terrorist
attacks)
disaster events in public
transport including
public transport terminals
and stations and supports
quick and optimal mass
evacuation
guidance for passengers
Aimed
to
improve
passenger station
and terminal resilience to
terrorist attacks and safety
incidents
through
technologies and
methodologies
enabling
the design to reduce the
impact of the blast, fire and
the dispersion of
toxic
agents
on
passengers,
staff
and
infrastructure
Aimed to provide solutions
for
reducing
the
occurrence of suicides and
trespasses
on
railway
property using analysis
and identification of costeffective prevention and
mitigation measures
Aimed to improve security
in
mass
transition,
integrating a consistent
and interoperable mix of
technologies
and
processes
covering
different aspects from risk
assessment to complete

13 / 50
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Design Factor
Addressed

Project

Remarks

training packages
EU RAMPART (CIPS, Aimed to develop a
2014-2016)
methodology and a support
toolbox for assessing the
risks as a result of terrorist
attacks which metro &
light-rail CIs are subjected
to, and to evaluate the
cost/effectiveness
EU
IN2STEMPO One of the goals of the
Innovative Solutions in IN2STEMPO project is to
Future Stations, Energy improve
customer
Metering and Power experience and security in
Supply (2017-2022)
large and high capacity
stations
both
during
standard operations and in
cases of emergency.
EU IBRAM Integration
between rail and accessto-rail-station
Modes
(2005-2007)

Intermodality and
Multifunctionality

EU SCARSE Spatial
Competition
between
Railway Stations (20082011)

EU NODES New tOols
for
Design
and
OpEration
of
Urban
Transport InterchangeS
(2012-2015)

Baggage Handling

IBRAM
Integration
between rail and accessto-rail-station
Modes
(2005-2007) Store&go+
(Austrian
Research
Promotion Agency FFG, 2012-2014)

Aimed to analyse the
opportunity of integration of
the
rail-journey
components including the
provision of parking and
interchanging with other
modes
of
transport
facilities at railway stations
Aimed to increase rail use
and encourage a shift from
road to rail attention must
be focused not only on
improving the rail journey
but also on the station
environment
Aimed
to
improve
accessibility and comfort at
interchanges, taking into
account security, safety,
and easiness of transfers
that are short among
different transport modes,
both in terms of time and
distances.
An experimental prototype
development
of
an
innovative and accessible
storage
system
for
passengers luggage or
baggage
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L – Low; M – Medium; H - High
One of the greatest concerns emerging from most studies is that rail vehicles have long life (3040yrs), and therefore upgrading.
National European Development Projects
In the recent past, a number of railway development projects have been conducted in EU
countries. The common features for all are:
•
•
•
•
•

Improving customer time efficiency (a one-stop-shop with transport, retail and
entertainment combined).
Interchanges which combine intermodality and/or co-modality, including bicycles
Accessibility for PRMs
Improvements in signage and information
Emergency and information systems

International Railway Development Projects
A number of countries were considered for best practice in developing modern train stations.
The key factors considered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crowd flow (Asia)
Accessibility for PRMs
Ticketing
Information & Signage
Security
Commercial/retail facilities
Business offices
Entertainment, leisure and hotels
Ambience

3.1 Rail Station Benchmarking
3.1.1

Station Categorisation

The basis of station categorisation differs across Europe. In UK it is still based on the annual
number of trips, income value per annum and whether it is an interchange.
Table 2: Summary of Station Categorisation

Country
UK

Italy

Basis for Categorisation
• Annual number of trips
• Income value per annum
• Whether it is an interchange

Remarks
Categorisation A
to F

• Number of travellers and simple Categorisation;
platinum, gold,
users per day
15 / 50
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• Level of services offered by the silver and bronze
railway companies
• Commercial potential S
• Size of the public areas
Categories 1 – 6
• Number of passengers per day
•
Number
of
trains
stopping
and
(Long-distance
passing the station per day
and
commuter
•
Size of the station (m2)
trains)
• Intermodality (links with other
modes)
• Location
and
number
of
platforms

H

• Number of metro lines
(Metro and Light • Accessibility
• Functional assets (e.g. number
rail)
of escalators, number of fixed
stairs)
• Intermodality with commuter
trains, buses, etc.
• Terminus
or
intermediate
station
• Space
(e.g.
number
of
entrances, number of access
halls)
• Opening date of the station (for
each line)
• Municipality
• Fare zone

M

Spain

Spain

Belgium

• Service type
• Number of passengers per day
• Presence staff at stations

L – Low; M – Medium; H – High
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4. GAP ANALYSIS
4.1 Factors Based on FAIR Stations Social Technical Studies
The factors have been aligned with the FAIR Stations design Factors (prioritised based on D2.1.
See Section 3.1).

4.2 Approach
A comparison is made between what should be best practice in Future Stations (Section 4.1)
against the current benchmark in Section 3.2. This deduces the gap (α), and also provides an
indication of the ease with which such gaps can be closed (β). The summation (α + β = λ) gives
an indication of the relative opportunity for implementation in future stations. A Likert scale is
applied for both the gap and the ease of closing the gap as follows:
Ease of closing the gap

Gap
5

Very large

4

Large

3

Small

2

Very Small

1

None (no gap)

5

Very easy

4

Easy

3

Difficult

2

Very difficult

1

Not feasible

Provided was also an indication of how long it would take to cover each of the gaps
(implementation) (1-3 years; 3 – 5 years; 5 – 10 years). It also showed the expected impact of
addressing each gap (L – low; M; Medium; H – High). Appendix A and B show the forms used
to collect the data, one for retrofit stations, and the other for new builds, respectively.
The validity of the outcomes of the gap analysis was improved by having all the eight
consortium members to complete the tables. In this vein, and considering the amount of data
collected, the gap analysis also implicitly covers the survey on factors that influence design of
stations.
Design characteristics represent the category of solutions associated with each of the factors.
These are divided into four categories as explained below:
Audio:
Visual:
Physical:
Virtual:

associated with hearing (e.g. speaker announcements)
something station users can see (e.g. signs, markings, etc)
tangible (e.g. barriers, walls, bollards)
computer/internet based (e.g. way finding App, online ticketing)

The following sections present the results of the gap analysis. It is important to note that no
analysis for audio and visual design solutions was done for HFE & Design for accessibility
(PRMs), Security and Baggage because these are inferred under Information and Signage. Due
to the large number of data points, column/bar charts are used to condense the results.
4.2.1

Gap Analysis
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For the FAIR Stations design factors, the results for the gap associated with the four design
characteristics (Audio, Visual, Physical and Virtual solutions) for retrofitting and new build are
shown in this section. A gap score of 4 or 5 is considered significant. On the scale, these
represent a large and very large gap, respectively.
Audio Solutions
The gap in terms of implementation for retrofitting and new build audio solutions is depicted in
Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. While there are varying levels of gaps for different design
factors, it is clear that for retrofitting, information & signage has the largest gap, then followed by
PTI, safety and climatology (station environmental management). Considering that gap from the
new build point of view, it is also clear that information & signage has the largest gap, then
followed by safety, PTI, ticketing and station environmental management. Overall, the gap for
audio solutions is large on the scale defined previously.

Figure 2: Gap for Audio Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 3: Gap for Audio Solutions of Station New builds
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This outcome augments the findings in D2.1 (Users needs and preferences), that the biggest
problem being faced by station users is information and signage.
Visual Solutions
For visual solutions, the gap in terms of implementation for retrofitting and new build visual
solutions is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. For retrofitting, information & signage
has the largest gap, then followed by ticketing, and station environmental management.
Considering that gap from the new builds, station environment management poses the largest
gap, followed by information & signage, safety, and ticketing. Overall, the gap for visual
solutions lies between small and large on the scale.

Figure 4: Gap for Visual Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 5: Gap for Visual Solutions of Station New builds
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This outcome partly augments the findings in D2.1 (Users needs and preferences), that the
biggest problem being faced by station users is information and signage.
Physical Solutions
The gap in terms of implementation for retrofitting and new build physical solutions is shown in
Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. For the former, safety exhibits the largest gap, followed by
information & signage, HFE & accessibility and ticketing. For new builds, the PTI has the largest
gap, followed by safety, information & signage and baggage handling. Overall, the gap for
physical solutions is large on the scale.

Figure 6: Gap for Physical Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 7: Gap for Physical Solutions of Station New builds
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Physical solutions appear to be linked to design factors that are directly or indirectly linked to
safety.
Virtual Solutions
The gap associated with implementation of virtual solutions for retrofitting and new build virtual
solutions is shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively. Design for emergencies has the
largest gap followed by station environment management, safety, information & signage, PTI,
ticketing and baggage handling. For new builds, the both design for emergencies and
information & signage have the largest gap, followed by, safety, PTI, HFE & Accessibility and
baggage handling. Overall, the gap for virtual solutions is large on the scale.

Figure 8: Gap for Virtual Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 9: Gap for Virtual Solutions of Station New builds
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4.2.2

Ease of Closing the Gap

For the FAIR Stations design factors, the results for the Ease of Closing the Gap associated
with the four design characteristics (Audio, Visual, Physical and Virtual solutions) for retrofitting
and new build are presented in this section. A score of 4 or 5 is considered significant. On the
scale, these represent easy and very easy implementation, respectively.
Audio Solutions
The ease of implementation for retrofitting and new build audio solutions is shown in Figure 10
and Figure 11, respectively. For retrofitting it is evident that installation of station climate
environment management solutions is the easiest of all. This is followed by PTI and ticketing
systems. Information & signage and design for emergencies can also be considered to be
relatively easy. Unlike the results of the Gap in the previous section, those for Ease of Closing
the Gap under New build is heavily skewed to the left, which means it is generally easy to
implement the visual solutions for a totally new rail station. The easiest is installation of station
environment management systems. This is followed by the PTI, information & signage and
design for emergencies. It can be argued that taking into account the scores of 4 and 5,
ticketing and safety also closely follow the station environment management. Overall, the ease
of closing the gap for audio solutions is ‘very easy’ on the defined scale.

Figure 10: Ease of Closing the Gap for Audio Solutions of Station Retrofitting
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Figure 11: Ease of Closing the Gap for Audio Solutions of Station New builds

The biggest challenge faced by station users, particularly PRMs is information and signage, yet
it is one of the easiest to implement.
Visual Solutions
For visual solutions, the ease of closing the gap for retrofitting and new build visual solutions is
shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively. Information & signage is easiest to close the
gap, then followed by station environment management, design for emergencies and safety.
New builds appear to have a similar trend as retrofitting, with the difference being that easiness
is skewed to the right, having greater magnitude of participant frequency. Information & signage
and station environment management are the easiest to close the gap, then followed by design
for emergencies, PTI and ticketing. Overall, the visual solutions are deemed very easy to
implement.
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Figure 12: Ease of Closing the Gap for Visual Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 13: Ease of Closing the Gap for Visual Solutions of Station New builds

This reinforces that fact that the biggest challenge faced by station users, particularly PRMs is
information and signage, yet it is one of the easiest to implement.
Physical Solutions
The ease of closing the gap for retrofitting and new build physical solutions is shown in Figure
14 and Figure 15, respectively. For the former, particularly, when compared to audio and visual
solutions, there is an overall conspicuous shift from right skewness to the centre. Applying to all
design factors, this means it is relatively difficult to implement these solutions when retrofitting
stations. On the contrast, implementation of these solutions in new builds is far easier.
Information & signage is the easiest followed by station environment management, safety, HFE
& accessibility and ticketing. Overall, the ease of closing the gap for physical solutions is
difficult for retrofit stations, and easy for new builds.
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Figure 14: Ease of Closing Gap for Physical Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 15: Ease of Closing the Gap for Physical Solutions of Station New builds

Virtual Solutions
The ease of closing the gap associated with implementation of virtual solutions for retrofitting
and new build is shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17, respectively. For the former, ticketing and
baggage handling are easiest to implement followed by safety, information & signage, and HFE
& Accessibility. When new builds are considered, there is a skewness to the right, with baggage
handling and station environment management (climatology) being the easiest. The rest of the
solutions fall under easy or very easy. Overall, the ease of closing the gap is deemed easy
and very easy for retrofitting and new build virtual solutions, respectively.
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Figure 16: Ease of Closing the Gap for Virtual Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 17: Ease of Closing the Gap for Virtual Solutions of Station New builds

4.2.3

Implementation Opportunity

Considering FAIR Stations design factors, the results for Implementation Opportunity (the sum
of the gap and ease of closing the gap) associated with the four design characteristics (Audio,
Visual, Physical and Virtual solutions) for retrofitting and new build are presented in this section.
A score of 8 or 9 or 10 is considered significant, high. On the scale, these may represent a
small (3), large (4) or very large (5), and/or are easy (4) or very easy (5) to implement. Implicitly,
these may represent ‘quick wins’. Scores of 2 to 4 and 5 to 7 are defined as low and medium,
respectively.
Audio Solutions
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The ease of implementation for retrofitting and new build audio solutions is shown in Figure 18
and Figure 19, respectively. For retrofitting, clearly installation of station climate environment
management solutions presents the greatest opportunity, followed by design for emergencies,
information and signage, ticketing and safety. Nevertheless, virtually all the other solutions are
clustered around score 7, 8 and 9, which are significant. This means audio systems present an
easy solution to implement (since technologies already exist). The pattern of results is similar to
the new builds, except there is a noticeable shift to the right (greater opportunity of
implementation). Again installation of audio station environment management solutions came
out on top. Overall, all the design factors fall in the significant range of 7 to 10 (high) on the
defined scale.

Figure 18: Implementation Opportunity for Audio Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 19: Implementation Opportunity for Audio Solutions of Station New builds
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Visual Solutions
For visual solutions, the opportunity for implementation for retrofitting and new build visual
solutions is shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21, respectively. For retrofitting, information &
signage, ticketing, safety, PTI and station climate environment management solutions presents
the greatest opportunity. In general, most solutions are clustered around score 7, 8 and 9, which
represents a significant score as defined already. This means visual systems present an easy
solution to implement (since technologies already exist). The pattern of results is similar to the
new builds, except there is a noticeable shift to the right (greater opportunity of implementation).
Overall, all the design factors fall in the significant range of 7 to 10 (high) on the scale. There
is no significant difference between retrofitting and new builds.

Figure 20: Implementation Opportunity for Visual Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 21: Implementation Opportunity for Visual Solutions of Station New builds
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Physical Solutions
The ease of closing the gap for retrofitting and new build physical solutions is shown in Figure
22 and Figure 23, respectively. For the former, particularly, when compared to audio and visual
solutions, there is an overall shift from right skewness towards the centre. Considering all
design factors, this means it is relatively more difficult to implement physical solutions when
retrofitting stations. Baggage handling, ticketing and safety related solutions seem to have
highest implementation opportunity. By contrast, implementation of these solutions in new
builds is far easier. HFE & accessibility, station environment management and security have the
greatest opportunity. Overall, the implementation opportunity for physical solutions for new
builds have a higher opportunity for implementation (7 – 10 on the score)/high than
retrofit stations (7 – 8 on the score)/medium.

Figure 22: Implementation Opportunity for Physical Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 23: Implementation Opportunity for Physical Solutions of Station New builds
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Virtual Solutions
The implementation opportunity associated with implementation of virtual solutions for
retrofitting and new build is shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25, respectively. For the former,
ticketing, information and signage, security and baggage handling presentation the highest
opportunity for implementation. When new builds are considered, there is a skewness to the
right, with station environment management (climatology), followed by information & signage,
design for emergencies and security. Overall, the implementation opportunity for virtual
solutions for new builds have a slightly higher opportunity for implementation (7 – 10 on
the score)/high than retrofit stations (7 – 9 on the score)/medium.

Figure 24: Implementation Opportunity for Virtual Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 25: Implementation Opportunity for Virtual Solutions of Station New builds
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4.2.4

Implementation Period

This section presents results for the expected implementation period for the four design
characteristics (Audio, Visual, Physical and Virtual solutions) for retrofitting and new build.
Implementation of a solution within 1 – 3 years is considered short term, while 3 – 5 years is
medium term, and 5 – 10 years is long term. It provides some guidance on the planning and/or
prioritizing the implementation of the various solutions.
Audio Solutions
The implementation period for retrofitting and new build audio solutions is shown in Figure 26
and Figure 27, respectively. For both types of stations, there is a skewness to the left. It implies
that audio solutions can be implemented in the short term, 1 – 3 years. This is attributable
to existence of technologies to fill this gap.

Figure 26: Implementation Period for Audio Solutions of Station Retrofitting
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Figure 27: Implementation Period for Audio Solutions of Station New builds

Visual Solutions
For visual solutions, the ease of closing the gap for retrofitting and new build visual solutions is
shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29, respectively. Similarly to audio solutions, for both types of
stations, there is a skewness to the left. It implies that visual solutions can be implemented in
the short term, 1 – 3 years. This is attributable to existence of technologies to fill this gap.

Figure 28: Implementation for Visual Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 29: Implementation Period for Visual Solutions of Station New builds

Physical Solutions
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The ease of closing the gap for retrofitting and new build physical solutions is shown in Figure
30 and Figure 31, respectively. For retrofitting stations, when compared to audio and visual
solutions, there is an overall shift from left skewness towards the right. This correlates to the
difficult to implement these solutions when retrofitting stations. Particularly, safety, HFE &
accessibility, PTI and design for emergencies were considered implementable in 5 – 10 years.
Others are implementable in 3 – 5 years. However, there are still others that can be
implemented in 1 – 3 years. Prominently, these are information & signage and station
environment management. For new builds, there is a shift in skewness to the left. This implies
that a short implementation period is expected for new build stations. HFE & accessibility and
PTI implementation is still considered to require long term (5- 10 years) to be implemented.
Overall, the implementation period for physical solutions for new builds is lower than
retrofit stations.

Figure 30: Implementation Period for Physical Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 31: Implementation Period for Physical Solutions of Station New builds
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Virtual Solutions
The implementation period associated with implementation of virtual solutions for retrofitting and
new build is shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33, respectively. Although not as strongly as audio
and visual solutions, virtual solutions are skewed to the left for both types of stations. It implies
that virtual solutions can be implemented in the short term, 1 – 3 years. However, new
builds are more skewed to the left. This is attributable to existence of methodologies and
technologies to fill this gap. A few such as safety and security may need to be considered for 3 5 year implementation, which is medium term.

Figure 32: Implementation Period for Virtual Solutions of Station Retrofitting

Figure 33: Implementation Period for Virtual Solutions of Station New builds
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4.2.5

Impact

Presented in this section are results for the expected impact of the four design characteristics
(Audio, Visual, Physical and Virtual solutions) for retrofitting and new build. Positive impact has
been qualitatively classified as low (L), medium (M) and high (H). Outcomes here provide some
guidance on the planning and/or prioritising the implementation of the various solutions.
Audio Solutions
The implementation period for retrofitting and new build audio solutions is shown in Figure 34
and Figure 35, respectively. For both types of stations, there is a skewness to the right. The
similarity of the patterns of the charts indicate that the perceived impact of audio systems is
independent of whether it is a retrofit or new build station. Clearly, information & signage has
the highest impact, followed by safety, PTI and ticketing. The impact aligns and confirms the
outcomes from D2.1 which shows that information & signage is the highest need for station
users. Implementation of station environment management system was considered to have low
impact. Overall, audio solutions can have high impact for the key station design factors.

Figure 34: Impact for Audio Solutions of Station Retrofitting
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Figure 35: Impact for Audio Solutions of Station New builds

Visual Solutions
For visual solutions, the impact of retrofitting and new build visual solutions is shown in Figure
36 and Figure 37 respectively. Similarly to audio solutions, for both types of stations, there is a
skewness to the right. The similarity of the patterns of the charts indicate that the perceived
impact of audio systems is independent of whether it is a retrofit or new build station. Again,
information & signage has the highest impact, followed by safety, PTI, design for emergencies
and ticketing. The impact aligns and confirms the outcomes from D2.1 which shows that
information & signage is the highest need for station users. Implementation of station
environment management system was considered to have low impact. Overall, visual
solutions can have high impact for the key station design factors.

Figure 36: Impact of Visual Solutions of Station Retrofitting
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Figure 37: Impact of Visual Solutions of Station New builds

Physical Solutions
The impact retrofitting and new build physical solutions is shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39,
respectively. Similarly to audio and visual solutions, for both types of stations, there is a
skewness to the right. The similarity of the patterns of the charts indicate that the perceived
impact of physical systems is independent of whether it is a retrofit or new build station. Safety,
HFE & Accessibility, PTI and design for emergencies. Again, information & signage has the
highest impact, followed by safety, PTI, design for emergencies have the highest impact.
Implementation of station environment management system was not considered to be strong in
any of the three L, M and H categories. Overall, physical solutions can have high impact for
all the key station design factors.

Figure 38: Impact of Physical Solutions of Station Retrofitting
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Figure 39: Impact of Physical Solutions of Station New builds

Virtual Solutions
The impact associated with implementation of virtual solutions for retrofitting and new build is
shown in Figure 40 and Figure 41, respectively. Generally, it is skewed to the right (as audio,
visual and physical). However, it is not strongly skewed. The similarity of the patterns of the
charts indicate that the perceived impact of physical systems is independent of whether it is a
retrofit or new build station. There is only on notable difference – the security has a lower impact
for retrofit than new builds. Information & signage and ticketing have the highest impact. These
are followed by safety, HFE & Accessibility, PTI and design for emergencies. Implementation of
station environment management system does not have a high impact. Overall, virtual
solutions can have high impact for key station design factors.

Figure 40: Impact of Virtual Solutions of Station Retrofitting
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Figure 41: Impact of Virtual Solutions of Station New builds
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5. FACTORS THAT DRIVE DESIGN OF FUTURE STATIONS
In this section, the consolidated results of the gap, ease of closing the gap, implementation
opportunity, implementation period and expected impact for the design characteristics (audio,
visual, physical and virtual) are presented in Table 3. This is based on the scale in Section 4.2.
The table contains the outcomes of the gap and implementation analysis for both station
retrofitting and new builds. Shown in Figure 42 is the implementation timeline for the design
characteristics. A deduction is then made as to which factors will be pivotal in driving future
stations. The design characteristics are the basis of translating the FAIR Stations design factors
to actual design solutions/technologies as depicted in Figure 43.

Table 3: Summary Gap Analysis and Implementation (Station Retrofitting and New builds)
Design
Characteristic
Audio
Visual
Physical
Virtual

Type of
Station
Retrofit
New build
Retrofit
New build
Retrofit
New build
Retrofit
New build

Gap
Large
Large
Small
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large

Ease of
Closing the
Gap
Very easy
Very easy
Very easy
Very easy
Difficult
Easy
Easy
Very easy

Implementation
Opportunity

Implementation
Period (years)

Impact

High
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High

1 -3 (short term)
1 -3 (short term)
1 -3 (short term)
1 -3 (short term)
5 – 10 (long term)
3 – 5 (medium term)
3 – 5 (medium term)
1 -3 (short term)

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Figure 42 shows the implementation opportunity, implementation period and implied priority of
the four design characteristics.

3 - 5 years

5 - 10 years

Audio

Physical

Physical

(Retrofit and new build) (H)

(New build) (H)

(Retrofit) (M)

Visual

Virtual

(Retrofit and new build) (H)

(Retrofit) (M)

1 -3 years

Virtual
(New build) (H)

Implementation Opportunity: L – Low; M – Medium; H - High
Figure 42: Implementation of Design Factors
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FAIR Stations
Design Factors

Design
Characteristics

Design Solutions/
technologies

Drivers of design
solutions

Categories of
solutions (audio,
visual, physical,
virtual)

Specific ways and
means to close
the identified gaps

Figure 43: Scheme of how design factors are translated to design solutions

Under each of the FAIR Stations design factors are four design characteristics aforementioned.
From Table 3, it is vivid that implementing audio and visual solutions is easy and can be
achieved within 1 – 3 years. Full implementation of each of the design factors should entail not
only the fulfilment of audio and visual, but also physical and virtual solutions. Considering the
results under Section 4.2.4, physical solutions are the determinants of the implementation
period as they are more difficult to implement across the whole Europe, based on well
informed HFE scientific evidence and implementation process. This means retrofitting all
the stations and building new ones, where applicable. Figure 44 shows the expected full
implementation period for all the nine design factors. Overall, new builds have a short
implementation period.
3 - 5 years

1 -3 years

5 - 10 years

Information and signage

Baggage handling

HFE & Design for

(I&S)

(Retrofit and new builds)

accessibility (PRMs)

(Retrofit and new builds)

(Retrofit and new builds)

Climatology

Security

Platform Train Interface (PTI)

(Retrofit and new builds)

(Retrofit and new builds)

(Retrofit and new builds)

Ticketing

Safety

Safety

(Retrofit and new builds)

(New build)

(Retrofit)

Design for Emergencies

Design for Emergencies

(Retrofit)

(Retrofit)

Figure 44: Factors to be considered in FAIR Stations Project
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The main activity in T3.3 was the gap analysis presented in this deliverable. The work was
extended to include an inference on the implementation opportunity, implementation period and
potential impact. Some of the inputs to the analysis came from D2.1 and D3.1. The following
conclusions were drawn from the analysis:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When considering audio, visual, physical and virtual solutions, to meet the needs of both
the general public and PRMs, the overall gap for all FAIR Stations design factors is
large. It is very easy though to close the gap for audio, visual and virtual solutions. On
the other hand, for physical solutions it is difficult for retrofit stations, but easy for new
builds.
Information & signage has a large gap, yet has a high implementation opportunity, short
implementation period and high impact. Incidentally, from D2.1, it was identified as the
most important. Therefore, it should be the first priority.
Information & signage has the highest impact for audio and visual solutions, followed by
safety, PTI and ticketing.
Audio and visual solutions are easy or very easy to implement, have high
implementation opportunity, and a short implementation period of 1 – 3 years. This
applies to both retrofitting and new builds.
The ease of implementation, implementation period and impact of audio and visual
solutions are independent of which FAIR Stations design factor is being considered. It is
also irrespective of whether the station is a retrofit or new build.
Particularly for physical solutions, the implementation opportunity for new builds is higher
than retrofit ones.
Although they may have different implementation periods, all the design characteristics
(and therefore solutions) are expected to have high positive impact in meeting the goals
of the FAIR Stations project.
Physical solutions are the determinants of the implementation period as they are more
difficult to implement across the whole Europe, based on well informed HFE scientific
evidence and implementation process.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS
The outcomes in this deliverable D3.2 have generated some information which can feed into
other work packages or deliverables, but can also be stand-alone outcomes that can be used
across the EU. The following recommendations are being made regarding these outcomes.
•

Development of a data sheet with design factors, characteristics and populated with
associated solutions or technologies, and the location of such technologies in the and
around the railway station. This process is illustrated in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Development of a matrix catalogue of solutions & technologies

•
•

Development of measurable KPIs on implementation of solutions and/or technologies.
These results provide inputs for WP 5 and more closely WP6 (Task 6.4: Development of
3D virtual demonstrator and Task 6.6: Exploitation plan, including recommendations on
current station and design and accessibility standards and good practice guidelines).
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APPENDIX A

STATION RETROFITTING

GAP Analysis –Rail Stations Retrofitting
(Benchmark Station Against FAIR Stations Design Factors)
Sponsor:
The European Commission
____________________________________________________________________________
Title of EU Project:
Future Secure and Accessible Rail Stations (FAIR Stations)
____________________________________________________________________________
Title of Research Activity:
Gaps Analysis of the Benchmark (current) rail stations against FAIR Stations Design Factors
____________________________________________________________________________
Names of Investigators:
Emmanuel Matsika (Newcastle University) – Project Technical Manager
emmanuel.matsika@ncl.ac.uk
Key Words
Gap Analysis; Benchmark Rail Station; FAIR Stations Design Factors; Design Factors
Characteristics, station retrofitting
Note: This document is intended for those people that are part of the FAIR Stations consortium
or any experts familiar with railway transportation and/or associated station design.
How to complete the gap analysis form:
Using the Gap Analysis Form (retrofitting), a comparison is made between what should be best
practice in future rail stations based on user needs against the current benchmark stations.
This deduces the gap (α), and also provides an indication of the ease with which such gaps can
be closed (β). The summation (α + β = λ) gives an indication of the relative opportunity for
implementation in future retrofit stations. A Likert scale is applied for both the gap and the ease
of closing the gap as follows:
Ease of closing the gap

Gap
5

Very large

4

Large

3

Small

2

Very Small

1

None (no gap)

5

Very easy

4

Easy

3

Difficult

2

Very difficult

1

Not feasible

Please provide an indication of how long it would take to cover each of the gaps
(implementation) (1-3 years; 3 – 5 years; 5 – 10 years). Also show the expected impact of
addressing each gap (L – low; M; Medium; H – High)
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Gap Analysis Form – Station Retrofitting
Future Stations

Current Practice

Design
Characteristic
1

Information
signage (I&S)

Ease of
Closing
Summation
Gap (β)
(λ)
2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Gap (α)

Audio
and Mainly visual and Visual
not adequate
Physical
Virtual
Audio
Inadequate
physical barriers

Safety

HFE& Design for Inadequate lifts &
accessibility (PRMs) proximity, I&S,

Visual
Physical
Virtual
Physical
Virtual

Audio
Platform
Train Large vertical and Visual
horizontal gaps
Interface (PTI)
Physical
Virtual
Audio
Design
Emergencies

Security

for

Most
not Visual
designed
for
quick evacuation Physical
Virtual
Lack
of
Risk Physical
“assessment
index”
Virtual
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Future Stations

Current Practice

Ease of
Closing
Summation
Gap (β)
(λ)
2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Gap (α)

Design
Characteristic
1
Audio

Ticketing

Not user friendly Visual
for most PRMs
Physical
Virtual

Crowd flow and Physical
PTI
handling
Virtual
challenges
Lack
of Audio
Climatology (Station
information about Visual
environmental
ambient
Physical
management)
conditions
Virtual
Baggage handling

Thank you for taking part in this gap analysis
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APPENDIX B

STATION NEWBUILD

GAP Analysis – New Build Rail Stations
(Benchmark Station Against FAIR Stations Design Factors)

Sponsor:
The European Commission
____________________________________________________________________________
Title of EU Project:
Future Secure and Accessible Rail Stations (FAIR Stations)
____________________________________________________________________________
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Note: This document is intended for those people that are part of the FAIR Stations consortium
or any experts familiar with railway transportation and/or associated station design.
How to complete the gap analysis form:
Using the Gap Analysis Form (New Build), a comparison is made between what should be best
practice in future new build rail stations based on user needs against the current benchmark
stations. This deduces the gap (α), and also provides an indication of the ease with which such
gaps can be closed (β). The summation (α + β = λ) gives an indication of the relative opportunity
for implementation in future new build stations. A Likert scale is applied for both the gap and the
ease of closing the gap as follows:
Ease of closing the gap

Gap
5

Very large

4

Large

3

Small

2

Very Small

1

None (no gap)

5

Very easy

4

Easy

3

Difficult

2

Very difficult

1

Not feasible

Please provide an indication of how long it would take to cover each of the gaps
(implementation) (1-3 years; 3 – 5 years; 5 – 10 years). Also show the expected impact of
addressing each gap (L – low; M; Medium; H – High)
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Gap Analysis Form – New Build Rail Stations
Future Stations

Current Practice

Design
Characteristic
1

Information
signage (I&S)

Ease of
Closing
Summation
Gap (β)
(λ)
2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Gap (α)

Audio
and Mainly visual and Visual
not adequate
Physical
Virtual
Audio
Inadequate
physical barriers

Safety

HFE& Design for Inadequate lifts &
accessibility (PRMs) proximity, I&S,

Visual
Physical
Virtual
Physical
Virtual

Audio
Platform
Train Large vertical and Visual
horizontal gaps
Interface (PTI)
Physical
Virtual
Audio
Design
Emergencies

Security

for

Most
not Visual
designed
for
quick evacuation Physical
Virtual
Lack
of
Risk Physical
“assessment
index”
Virtual
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Future Stations

Current Practice

Ease of
Closing
Summation
Gap (β)
(λ)
2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Gap (α)

Design
Characteristic
1
Audio

Ticketing

Not user friendly Visual
for most PRMs
Physical
Virtual

Baggage handling

Crowd flow and Physical
PTI
handling
Virtual
challenges

Audio
Lack
of
Climatology (Station
information about Visual
environmental
ambient
Physical
management)
conditions
Virtual
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